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(12 Sessions)

“Now, as my aging body imposes limits and tells me to slow down, I spend more time in reflection, trying to put my most memorable experiences into a kind of order. It’s the way scientists write up a research report or paper: we follow different avenues of inquiry, going down blind alleys, hitting a fast lane or taking a shortcut, zigzagging along as we probe an interesting observation or phenomenon. Then, when it’s time to “write it up,” we shuffle through the experiments, tossing some out and organizing the remainder into an order that creates the illusion that a direct path was taken from the initial question to the final results.”

--- David Suzuki, 2007

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Students with a variety of backgrounds and research interests are welcome in this graduate seminar. Although the course is designed for marketing students and taught by a marketing professor, it is relevant to students who are interested in behavioral research in a variety of disciplines.

Topics have been selected to expose you to and increase your competency in some of the most important areas of consumer research. The course is designed to ignite ideas and meaningful discussion. Each week, students will be prepared to engage in lively discussion, presentations, and exercises. Students will be expected to look for theory in action and to find examples that relate to the research in each of our sessions.

COURSE OBJECTIVES

1. Provide a foundation for critical thinking and creativity in the area of consumer research.
2. Provide exposure and ignite interest in classic and emerging theoretical and substantive areas of consumer research.
3. Introduce commonly used methods and tools and current perspectives in consumer research.
4. Explore the fundamentals of constructive feedback and the process of developing and communicating existing and new research ideas.
5. Increase competency in identifying “real world” applications and extensions of theory.
METHODS OF EVALUATION

- Class Contribution: 20% Throughout the term
- Conference Thought Paper: 15% Due by midnight on Oct. 8
- Discussion Leader Assignment: 15% TBD
- Application: 5% Throughout the term
- Research Presentation: 10% TBD
- Final Paper: Research Proposal OR Literature Review: 35% Due by midnight on Dec. 14

100%

CLASS CONTRIBUTION

The course is a seminar, a format which requires you to speak. Discussion is central to facilitating learning and keeping the class engaging. When we meet, we will discuss, critically analyze, and synthesize the assigned readings. A high level of student preparation and participation enhances learning for everyone.

I evaluate your contribution in each class on the basis of the quality and quantity. Do all the readings carefully. Be thoughtful. Quality assessments are based on your ability to make well-substantiated and logical arguments, to identify novel insights, and to demonstrate that you understand the assigned papers at a deep level and how they relate to one another in the session and to papers in other sessions. Be critical. Take risks. Listen. Individual participation and contribution in class will be evaluated based on your ability to generate a lively, thoughtful, and productive discussion.

You should come to the seminar prepared to discuss each assigned article in depth and to present your point of view about the major ideas, contributions, or shortcomings of each article and identify how the articles complement or contrast one another. What you get out of this course depends on what you - and your fellow students - put into it. You cannot develop your research skills by passively attending class and taking careful notes. You should actively listen and think critically about the concepts and issues discussed (and this takes practice). You should be willing and able to present your analysis and viewpoint in class. You should think of and be ready to share examples (in-class and offline in Learn) that illustrate the key findings or phenomena investigated in the assigned readings, which is an important part of your asynchronous learning.

CONFERENCE THOUGHT PAPER

This paper should showcase your learning from attending (virtually) the top consumer behavior conference in the field, Association for Consumer Research Conference. You will submit an integrative short paper (5 pages maximum, 1.5 spacing, one-inch margins, organizational headings strongly encouraged). This paper should briefly summarize the research questions, conceptual models, methods, and findings in the most outstanding three to five research presentations you attended. You may also provide a brief critique of the research in each talk. More importantly, your paper should explain how the research presentations are related (either obviously or, even better, non-obviously) and why the topics and/or findings are important and why understanding how they are related is important. Consider going into depth about why the research is outstanding.
Again, there should be a clear focus on drawing out the implications of the research in each presentation individually and as a group (i.e., use the individual or integrative theoretical findings). A top thought paper may identify novel insights that result from considering the group of presentations and their linkages. A top thought paper may also identify a novel research question and/or hypothesis and justify its potential significance.

**DISCUSSION LEADER ASSIGNMENT**

Students will lead the discussion of one session during the course. We will set the schedule at the beginning of the course. As discussion leader, your primary role is to stimulate and direct the discussion, making sure to pull out important insights, theories, ideas, facts etc. Your task is to help the class reach a superior understanding of the topics in a given class. You will be evaluated on how well you stimulate and structure the class discussion. See Supplement I on how to prepare for the discussion leader assignment.

**APPLICATION**

Part of becoming a well-rounded and relevant marketing scholar involves spending time observing consumers or, rather, observing people. Please spend time (~1 hour) every week identifying examples of theory in action for each session. It is important to be able to identify applications of theory in the real world. New ideas are inspired by phenomenon we observe, and the significance of research is enhanced by referencing its application. Real world examples can also help us communicate our research ideas more clearly and/or strengthen our theorizing. Further, the papers in our course often begin with a motivating real world example. Thus, for the application requirement of your coursework, you will identify real world examples relevant to the research we are discussing in class. The examples you identify may also be used to inspire theoretical extensions.

To complete the application requirement of the course, please submit your examples to Learn (additional instructions to be announced). Think creatively about how you can identify examples (e.g., Netflix documentary, Reddit, CBC news article, scene from a book etc.). These examples must be uploaded to Learn by 8pm the night before each of our sessions. Additionally, your classmates will upload presentations, either of a published journal article or of their research proposal. It is expected that you will watch these presentations, as they complement the papers we discuss in class and will increase your knowledge related to our session topics.

**RESEARCH PRESENTATION**

There are two options for the research presentation. Presentation skills can make the difference in landing the job you want. Being able to condense your research into an informative and enthusiastic “talk” is an invaluable skill to develop. Please see Supplement II: Guidelines for Preparing an Academic Presentation. Please select one of the two research presentation options below.

1. Once during the semester, you will “choose your own adventure” and present an article listed as a conference paper option under the session’s required readings. You will record a ~15 to 20 minute conference-style presentation of the paper as if you were the lead author. You must cover research motivation, contribution, theory, methodology, and results. The recorded presentation must be uploaded to Learn at least 24 hours in advance of the session that the
paper is relevant, which will give your classmates an opportunity to watch the video. I expect this presentation will be incorporated into our class discussion.

2. Alternatively, you may decide that feedback on your final research proposal would be beneficial. You will record a ~15 to 20 minute conference-style presentation of the research in your proposal. You must cover the research motivation (theoretical and practical), potential contribution, conceptual development, proposed methodology, and (if possible), the anticipated results. The recorded presentation must be uploaded to Learn no later than end of day on Dec. 7th (unless agreed otherwise).

FINAL PAPER: RESEARCH PROPOSAL OR LITERATURE REVIEW

There are two options for the final paper: a research proposal or comprehensive literature review. Both options will increase your depth of understanding on a chosen consumer behaviour topic and are designed to result in equivalent workloads. See Supplement III for guidelines on writing a research proposal. See Supplement IV for links to additional resources on writing a comprehensive literature review.

1. Research Proposal Option. You will complete a research proposal that introduces an original research idea. Ideally, this will turn into a project that you can collaborate on with a faculty member after the course is finished or is a SUBSTANTIAL iteration on an existing project or previous course paper, where you would benefit greatly from the opportunity to advance the research. Please meet with me to discuss proposals that do not involve a new project. You may work with an Ivey/Western professor to develop your ideas, but you must be the ‘primary’ (e.g., first author) and the major force driving the idea, the writing, and the development of the paper. When you submit the paper, you must describe in writing with whom you are collaborating or from whom you have received input— I will contact your collaborator(s) and provide a copy of the paper for comment.

This paper should include a brief literature review, conceptual framework and hypotheses, proposed data collection design and procedures, stimulus development, methods for testing, a discussion of how to analyze the data, expected results, and implications of the research. You are welcome to, but not required, to collect actual data. For more details see Supplement III: Guidelines for writing a Research Proposal.

Your paper should be of a quality that would generate interest and attention from reviewers at a top marketing journal that publishes consumer research. The paper must be hypothesis driven (ideally, present more than one hypothesis), must demonstrate a good grasp of the literature (sufficient to demonstrate that your idea is novel and worthwhile); must attempt to make an explicit and significant contribution; must be logical, persuasive, and put theory front and centre.

The paper is due at midnight on December 14th. You will email me the paper. I will also submit the paper to Turn It In.com. I am limiting you to 15 pages of text (not including references, tables, figures, abstract, and contribution statement). Provide an abstract on the first and a contribution statement on second page (see JCR submission guidelines for contribution
statements\(^1\)). It is vital that you keep a good length to contribution ratio. Aim for the number of references you cite to be close to that of a JCR article (≈40 to 50 articles given that you are not writing a full manuscript). Both books and journal articles may be referenced. Websites and other sources may be cited, especially to motivate or justify the practical significance of the proposed research. See Supplement III for guidelines on writing a research proposal.

**Formatting:** typed, 1.5 spaced, 1-inch margins, 12-point font, Times New Roman. For other formatting issues (e.g. references, tables/figures...), adopt the style used by the *Journal of Consumer Research*, [https://www.ejcr.org/stylesheet.pdf](https://www.ejcr.org/stylesheet.pdf).

2. **Comprehensive Literature Review Option.** Pick one of the session topics we reviewed in the course and learn MORE (approximately 15 pages of text that is 1.5 spaced with one-inch margins)! Writing a literature review is a valuable opportunity to increase your knowledge, mastery, and big picture perspective of a specific research area without the pressure to execute a full-blown research project. Writing a comprehensive literature review will improve your information seeking skills and your ability to critically synthesize and appraise an area of research.

Please write a traditional literature review with a goal of summarizing, synthesizing, critiquing, and offering a new (or renewed) view of an established research area. A traditional literature review will provide an overview of how a research area has progressed over time and will highlight novel research questions, conflicting findings (and perhaps offer a way to resolve the conflicts), and/or offer an overarching framework or conceptual model to visually interpret the area of research in a novel or more comprehensive and/or logical way. Essentially, the comprehensive literature review should provide a foundation for you to continue research on an area that you find fascinating but would first like to immerse yourself and further develop your expertise.

To maximize depth of knowledge on your chosen topic, try to avoid structuring your narrative chronologically, instead organize your sources around themes, issues, or a conceptual model (that emerges from your initial analysis). Organize your literature review around ideas. Please make sure the research ideas and theory are the focus of your sentences, not the researchers who conducted the research. Accordingly, please make use of headings and subheadings (consistent with JCR formatting). Aim for the number of references you include to be close to that of a JCR article (≈60 to 80), but your topic will likely be a strong guide for the number of articles reviewed. See Supplement IV for links to additional resources on writing a comprehensive literature review (but I have found these online guides most helpful, [http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/types-of-writing/literature-review/](http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/types-of-writing/literature-review/); [https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/literature-reviews/](https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/literature-reviews/)). Please include an abstract.

**Formatting:** typed, 1.5 spaced, 1-inch margins, 12-point font, Times New Roman. For other formatting issues (e.g. references, tables/figures...), adopt the style used by the *Journal of Consumer Research*, [https://www.ejcr.org/stylesheet.pdf](https://www.ejcr.org/stylesheet.pdf).

\(^1\) [http://www.ejcr.org/contribution-statement.htm](http://www.ejcr.org/contribution-statement.htm)
MATERIALS / REQUIRED READING
See the Detailed Session Schedule Section below for a list of the required readings and accompanying articles that may be chosen for the research presentation.

COURSE SCHEDULE
The readings for each session are listed below and will be available on Learn (details to be announced in class). Assignment deadlines are listed under Methods of Evaluation section.

COURSE RULES
I will not accept late assignments except by prior written arrangement or unless I receive what I judge to be unambiguous evidence of extenuating circumstances in which cases it is at my discretion how to handle grading. Otherwise, late assignments will earn an automatic grade of zero.

I will quit reading and grading an assignment that exceeds the page limit specified by the assignment instructions.

I expect you to attend all classes and I expect you to be on time and prepared. If you plan to be absent or late, email me ahead of time. You are responsible for consulting your classmates to determine what you missed. I will not meet to provide an overview of the missing session. If you miss three or more classes, you may not hand in the final paper.

Pay attention to the quality of your writing in your course assignments (well organized and articulated; specific and clear meanings; perfect formatting, etc.).

ACADEMIC OFFENCES: PLAGIARISM AND ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
Scholastic offences are taken seriously and students are directed to read the appropriate policy, specifically, the definition of what constitutes a Scholastic Offence, at the following Web site: http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/academic_policies/appeals/scholastic_discipline_grad.pdf

All required papers may be subject to submission for textual similarity review to the commercial plagiarism-detection software under license to the University for the detection of plagiarism. All papers submitted for such checking will be included as source documents in the reference database for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of papers subsequently submitted to the system. Use of the service is subject to the licensing agreement, currently between The University of Western Ontario and Turnitin.com (http://www.turnitin.com).

SUPPORT SERVICES: HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Students who are in emotional/mental distress should refer to Mental Health@Western http://www.uwo.ca/uwocom/mentalhealth/ for a complete list of options about how to obtain help.

As part of a successful graduate student experience at Western, we encourage students to make their health and wellness a priority. Western provides several on campus health-related services to help you achieve optimum health and engage in healthy living while pursuing your graduate degree. For example, to support physical activity, all students, as part of their registration, receive membership in Western’s Campus Recreation Centre. Numerous cultural events are offered throughout the year. Please check out
the Faculty of Music web page http://www.music.uwo.ca, and our own McIntosh Gallery http://www.mcintoshgallery.ca. Information regarding health- and wellness-related services available to students may be found at http://www.health.uwo.ca.

Students seeking help regarding mental health concerns are advised to speak to someone they feel comfortable confiding in, such as their faculty supervisor, their program director (graduate chair), or other relevant administrators in their unit. Campus mental health resources may be found at http://www.health.uwo.ca/mental_health/resources.html.

STUDENT ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES
Western is committed to achieving barrier-free accessibility for all its members, including graduate students. As part of this commitment, Western provides a variety of services devoted to promoting, advocating, and accommodating persons with disabilities in their respective graduate program.

Graduate students with disabilities (for example, chronic illnesses, mental health conditions, mobility impairments) are encouraged to register with Student Accessibility Services, a confidential service designed to support graduate and undergraduate students through their academic program. With the appropriate documentation, the student will work with both SAS and their graduate programs (normally their Graduate Chair and/or Course instructor) to ensure that appropriate academic accommodations to program requirements are arranged. These accommodations include individual counselling, alternative formatted literature, accessible campus transportation, learning strategy instruction, writing exams and assistive technology instruction. For more information, see http://www.sdc.uwo.ca/ssd

DETAILED SESSION SCHEDULE

Session: Perspectives on Consumer Research (Sept. 11, 2020)


COURSE SYLLABUS

Session: Attitudes, Persuasion, and Information Processing (Sept. 18, 2020)


*JCR Best Article Award Winner 2009, [http://www.ejcr.org/bestarticleaward.htm](http://www.ejcr.org/bestarticleaward.htm)


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


Session: Consumer Expertise, Learning, and Knowledge Transfer (Sept. 25, 2020)


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


Session: Attend the Association for Consumer Research Conference to complete the conference thought paper assignment.

Session: New Products – Ideation, Categorization, and Evaluation (Oct. 9, 2020)


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


*JCR Best Article Award Winner 2008, [http://jcr.wisc.edu/bestarticleaward.htm](http://jcr.wisc.edu/bestarticleaward.htm)


Session: The Role of Non-Conscious, Incidental, Implicit, and Introspectively Blank Influences on Consumer Behaviour (Oct. 16, 2020)


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


**READING BREAK – No Class (Nov. 6, 2020)**

Session: Social, Group, and Interpersonal Influence (Nov. 13, 2020)


* Awarded: Hillel Einhorn New Investigator Award from Society for Judgment & Decision Making


* Honorable Mention: Robert Ferber Award 2007, JCR


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


Session: Brand-tastic Relationships, Emotions, and Self-Concept (Nov. 20, 2020)


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


Session: Experiences, Happiness, and Meaningful Consumption (Nov. 27, 2020)


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


Session: Consumer Finances – “It’s Not a Simple Math Problem” (Dec. 4, 2020)


“Choose Your Own Adventure” Options for Conference Paper Presentations


Supplement I
Guidelines for Discussion Leaders

During the semester, you will serve as a discussion leader in one class. The expectations are listed below.

1. **Email Discussion Questions**
   Twenty-four to 48 hours in advance of the class session, email your classmates discussion questions. Your questions may address an issue in a specific paper or an issue raised by a group of assigned papers in the session or reference and encourage linkage to papers in prior sessions.

2. **Distribute Summary**
   The discussion leader will prepare a one to two page (single-spaced, double sided) summary of each article assigned for that session. The first page should show the boxes-and-arrows model tested in the article, with the hypotheses (H1, H2 etc.) stated below the model. The second page should contain (in bulleted form), the main findings/contributions of the article. The discussion leader will email these summaries immediately after class. The summaries will be a useful memory aid later, for quickly reviewing the main findings in that area of research and in preparing for your comprehensive exam.

3. **Teaching recommended material (~20 mins)**
   
   *To teach is to learn twice. ~Joseph Joubert, Pensées, 1842*

   Your job in this part of the class is to provide a brief overview of the material covered in the recommended readings. You may do this in whole or in part through lecture or through alternative means. I STRONGLY encourage you to incorporate creative or interactive teaching methods, such as
   
   a. Acting out or providing a visual overview of one or more of the studies or research articles
   b. Doing a demonstration that will allow your classmates to experience a phenomenon discussed in the readings
   c. Sharing a brief video clip or media article that highlights a key concept or stimulates thinking around important concepts in the assigned papers
   d. Finding out some fun facts about the research from one of the authors
   e. Staging a mock debate/fight that captures a debate in the literature
   f. Anything else you can think of— Get creative! If you make the material engaging and fun, the research comes alive and becomes more memorable

4. **Leading discussion (~80 mins)**
   
   Your job in this part of class is to facilitate (not dominate) class discussion of the readings. You will call on your classmates to respond to the discussion questions that you prepared and any shared by your classmates. It is your job (with help from me) to decide when discussion wanders too much from the key issues and to encourage your classmates back to the main discussion topics. See below for ideas on leading the discussion.

5. **Leading application session (20; optional but highly recommended)**
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Your job in this part of class is to facilitate an activity to help your classmates apply the readings toward the generation of new ideas; doing so is optional (but highly recommended)—you may choose to lead an extended discussion instead—but I would strongly encourage you to include an application component. This may involve having your classmates work together in pairs or small groups (in a virtual breakout session) and then reporting back to the rest of the class. Activities may include (but are not limited) to having:

a. Small groups identify the most important unanswered question from the readings to design experiments to answer this question.

b. Pairs of students working together to apply the conceptual advances or methodological approaches used in the readings to design an experiment related to an individual students’ primary research interests.

c. Students develop a solution to a current consumer issue using the assigned readings. In the interest of time, it would probably be best for the discussion facilitator to identify and present the “current consumer issue”, possibly in the form of a written or verbal scenario.

d. Small groups create ad campaigns for a particular product or cause (drawing on the understanding provided by the readings), and the class discusses which would be most effective.

Here is the preparation you will need to do before facilitating

1) Well before facilitation, read all of the assigned articles to begin formulating how to teach the recommended material and how to lead the application session (should you choose to do this session). Knowing your articles well before your turn as discussion leader will “prime” you to identify relevant real world examples, think of creative learning activities etc.

2) 24-48 hours before facilitation, send out the discussion questions to your classmates.
Supplement II
Guidelines for Preparing an Academic Presentation
(Adapted from Cait Poynor Lamberton, University of Pittsburgh and Rebecca Reczek, Ohio State University)

The main thing to keep in mind as you prepare to present your work at an academic conference is that you have a limited amount of time (typically 15-20 minutes) in which to convey the main ideas. So be succinct! You cannot discuss all of the details of your work. The most common mistake at conferences is poor time management – specifically, overkill on the literature review and hypotheses. It is important that you embed your work in the relevant theoretical network, but it is critical that you leave sufficient time to convince the audience that your work makes a contribution to the field’s body of knowledge. This is done by presenting your empirical work. The key aspects of your presentation and ballpark estimates for time allocation are below:

1-2 minutes  The Problem – What is the phenomenon and why is it interesting? Use real world examples as much as possible.

3-5 minutes  Literature review/hypothesis development – Focus only on the most relevant literature.

8-10 minutes  Empirical work – avoid text heavy slides. Walk the audience through KEY studies from the point of view of a study participant. Use simple figures and graphs to share results. Be prepared to offer more detail or to reference non-focal studies when the opportunity presents itself, for example, in response to a question from the audience. Hidden slides may be useful. Take your time. Be clear. Practicing aloud on your own will help you to be succinct.

2-3 minutes  Conclusions/Implications – Clearly articulate the theoretical and practical contributions. Also, go beyond what’s written to CONNECT this work to other papers we’ve read in class. Does it converge with prior work? Diverge? Challenge? Explain? Extend?

1-2 minutes  Next steps – How would you follow up on this work?

Questions        Anticipate these in advance. This is where hidden slides or examples may be handy.

As an Audience Member: Asking Questions and Providing Suggestions

Although we will not have opportunity to pose questions during the research presentations in our course, you may ask a question during the accompanying session if you choose to reference the presented research. Remember that questions should be phrased in constructive ways. Also, remember, if you get a bad answer, is it because your question was unclear, or is it because the speaker was not able to answer your question? At what point is it time to accept the answer as provided or move the discussion off-line? Understanding these dynamics is crucial in being a good audience member and departmental citizen.
Supplement III
Guidelines for Writing a Research Proposal

Approach this proposal as though you are writing the front end of a manuscript for the *Journal of Consumer Research*, which typically has a two-page introduction and eight pages of theoretical development (double-spaced), not including studies. Identifying a favourite *JCR* article as a template that you reference when writing proposals and manuscripts will be extremely helpful. Below are elements that should be included in a research proposal.

- **Abstract** (75 to 100 words)
- **Contribution Statement** (see [http://www.ejcr.org/contribution-statement.htm](http://www.ejcr.org/contribution-statement.htm))
  - This is different than an abstract and can be a very humbling exercise
- **Introduction**
  - Positioning
    - What are you studying and why is it important?
    - Identify your research question(s). Indicate why the question(s) or phenomenon is interesting.
    - How will your investigation build on theoretical findings in the current literature?
    - Use real world examples to motivate your investigation or to provide context for your theory. No really... do this!!!!
  - Provide an overview of the study(ies) or at least a nice lead in to your proposed study.
- **Constructs and Conceptual Model**
  - Develop a pictorial depiction of the conceptual model guiding your research question(s).
  - Identify and define relevant constructs in the conceptual model (be clear about which are independent, dependent, mediator, moderator, or control variables).
  - Developing a conceptual model is necessary to make your theorizing more precise.
- **Hypotheses and Theory**
  - Ensure your hypotheses relate to the constructs in your model.
  - Hypotheses should be presented at the level of the construct and not in terms of the construct’s operationalization.
  - Clearly articulate the motivation that guides the hypotheses and why it is relevant.
  - Make your hypotheses explicit
- **Research Methodology**
  - Design studies which can be used to test the conceptual model, identifying the research methodology to be used and how the constructs will be measured.
  - The description of your study should also resemble that of a study design write-up in *JCR*, *JCP* or *JMR* and should probably include a study overview/intro and specific details about the design, participants, procedure, measurement of variables, and proposed statistical analysis and anticipated results.
  - The research methodology should be sufficiently detailed that you could submit the study to the Research Ethics Board and run the study upon approval.
  - If you have several hypotheses that cannot be tested adequately in one study, feel free to propose more studies.
- **References**
  - Use the *JCR* style guide available on the *JCR* website.
Supplement IV
Resources to Support Writing a Comprehensive Literature Review

There are many resources providing excellent guidance on how to construct a literature review, and there are several types of literature reviews, for example, check out this article, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0969593120300585

I strongly suggest that you conduct a narrative review or traditional literature review, as described on the following websites.
http://advice.writing.utoronto.ca/types-of-writing/literature-review/
https://writingcenter.unc.edu/tips-and-tools/literature-reviews/
https://www.lib.uwo.ca/tutorials/typesofliteraturereviews/index.html

Additional References
https://www.wiley.com/network/researchers/preparing-your-article/writing-a-literature-review-six-steps-to-get-you-from-start-to-finish